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	Intelligent techniques are used since several years in various research areas using

	computer programs. The purpose of using intelligent techniques is generally to optimise

	the processing time, to find more accurate solutions, for a lot of problems,

	than with traditional methods, or simply to find solutions in problems where traditional

	methods fail. By “intelligent techniques” we mean above all Artificial Intelligence

	based techniques but not only. In some cases, simple human intelligence

	may help invent problem adapted new processing methods which greatly improve

	existing ones. In Computer Graphics, the use of intelligent techniques started more

	recently than in other research areas. However, during these last two decades, the

	use of intelligent Computer Graphics techniques is growing up year after year and

	more and more interesting techniques are presented in this area.





	The purpose of this volume is to present current work of the Intelligent Computer

	Graphics community, a community growing up year after year. This volume

	is a kind of continuation of the previously published Springer volumes “Artificial

	Intelligence Techniques for Computer Graphics” (2008), “Intelligent Computer

	Graphics 2009” (2009) and “Intelligent Computer Graphics 2010” (2010).

	What is Intelligent Computer Graphics? It is a set of Computer Graphics problems

	whose solution is strongly improved by the use of intelligent techniques.

	These techniques are mainly based on Artificial Intelligence. So, in Declarative

	scene Modelling, problem resolution, constraint satisfaction and machine-learning

	techniques are used. In scene understanding, as well as in improved Monte-Carlo

	Radiosity, heuristic search techniques allow to improve solutions. In virtual world

	exploration, efficient camera movement is achieved by strategy games techniques.

	In behavioural animation, multi-agent techniques, as well as evolutionary algorithms

	are currently used.
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Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Relax. Learning how to use Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 is now a breeze. With this book's easy-to- use instructions, you'll master the unique FrontPage interface in no time. From building your first basic Web page to working with dynamic content, "Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 Fast & Easy" gives you the...
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Computer Vision and Applications: A Guide for Students and Practitioners (With CD-ROM)Academic Press, 2000
Computer Vision and Applications, Concise Edition, offers a fresh approach to computer vision by regarding the whole process from image formation to measuring, recognition, or reacting as an integral process. Computer vision is understood as the host of techniques used to acquire, process, analyze, and understand complex,...
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Anti-System Parties: From Parliamentary Breakthrough to Government (Extremism and Democracy)Routledge, 2019

	
		This book adopts an innovative conceptualization and analytical framework to the study of anti-system parties, and represents the first monograph ever published on the topic. It features empirical research using original data and combining large-N QCA analyses with a wide range of in-depth case studies from 18 Western European...
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Object-Oriented Design Knowledge: Principles, Heuristics and Best PracticesIGI Global, 2006
In order to establish itself as a branch of engineering, a profession must understand
its accumulated knowledge. In addition, software engineering as a branch
of engineering must take several basic steps in order to become an established
profession, highlighting understanding of the nature of its knowledge.
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Netware AdministrationDigital Press, 2001
NetWare Administration contains information from a consultant's or administrator's viewpoint. There are no other NetWare books like it. The author went right to the meat-the NetWare client starts Chapter 1. This book provides tips, tricks, high-level explanations and Foust's hardcore experience in the field for Novell. He includes information that...
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CDMA RF System Engineering (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 1998

	Understand the essentials of CDMA wireless technology and develop the knowledge you need to design and operate either co-located AMPS and CDMA or dedicated CDMA systems with this unique reference. Drawing upon his recent experience in building the first major CDMA network in North America, the author helps you acquire the knowledge you need...
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